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Refrigerated counter Diagonal on the front line of sales with vertical
multi-deck cabinet Medusa Cube Combi with additional cooled storage
located behind the seller is an effective solution for the sales of deli products

DIAGONAL & MEDUSA CUBE COMBI



3
Island combination of refrigeration cabinets  in Diagonal design. Frontal glasses equipped with a 
liable hinged mechanism for convenient cleaning and loadingDIAGONAL



4
Refrigeration cabinets line in Diagonal designDIAGONAL



5
Refrigeration cabinets Diagonal Self with inclined layout for packaged cheese sale in self service 
mode installed in the frontal line of gastronomical department. Unpackaged cheese is presented in a 
high multi-deck Medusa Maxi with energy saving glass doors

DIAGONAL & MEDUSA CUBE
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Line of Diagonal counters for the sale of cheese with corner cooled module in 90° angleDIAGONAL
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Main advantage of refrigerated counters Diagonal is their geometry. Exposition surface
and frontal glass are positioned at such angle that buyer can perfectly see products in the counterDIAGONAL



8
An effective cabinets combination in two designs in one trading space: Medusa Cube multi-deck
in Cube design and gastronomical refrigeration cabinet in Diagonal designDIAGONAL & MEDUSA CUBE
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Energy-saving multi-decks in Diagonal designMEDUSA DIAGONAL
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Island combination of Cube refrigerated counters with cylindrical refrigerated corner elementsCUBE
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Low-temperature Cube BT counter for ice creamCUBE
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Island of refrigerated counters Cube combines counters with high panoramic glass and counters Self
for the sale of packed cheese in self-service mode. Inconveniently located column in the trading hall
is built into the corner neutral module in Cube design

CUBE
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Island combination of Cube refrigerated counters with cylindrical refrigerated corner elementsCUBE
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Cube refrigerated counters with cylindrical refrigerated corner elementsCUBE



15
Cube refrigeration cabinets with customized designed finishingCUBE
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Island combination of refrigerated counters Cube in the center of supermarket trading hall.
All refrigerated counters in the trading hall are done in Cube design and have the same finishing
with laminated chipboard, which matches the interior design of the hall

CUBE
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CUBE Island of refrigerated counters Cube Self with trapezoidal refrigerated corner modules
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Island of refrigerated counters Cube with trapezoidal refrigerated corner modulesCUBE
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Line of refrigerated counters Cube with panoramic front glass
and exclusive finishing of ceramic tiles made according to the client's orderCUBE



20
Island of refrigerated counters Cube Self for the sale of packed cheese with corner module in right angleCUBE SELF
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Standard refrigerated counter Cube Self for self-service is equipped with additional upper shelf
for the layout of accompanying products to enhance their salesCUBE SELF
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Modules Self for the sale of packed cheese in self-service mode are built into the island
of refrigerated counters CubeCUBE



23
Modules Self for the sale of packed cheese in self-service mode are built into the island
of refrigerated counters CubeCUBE
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Cheese department in the supermarket is equipped with refrigerated counters Cube
with high glass for weighted products and counters Cube Self for the sale of packed
and sliced cheese in self-service mode

CUBE
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In shops with small retail space it is advisable to install islands of refrigerated counters
with different functional purpose but in the single design. For example pastry counter
is combined in one line with counter for the sale of cheese by a hermetic partition

CUBE
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Effective project solution - island of refrigerated counters Cube with straight cooled modules SelfCUBE



27
Modules Self for the sale of packed cheese in self-service mode are built into
the island of refrigerated counters CubeCUBE



28
Cheese department in the supermarket is equipped with refrigerated counters Cube with high glass
for weighted products and counters Cube Self for the sale of packed and sliced cheese in self-service mode. 
Counters are equipped with effective stepped exposition surface

CUBE



29
Front finishing of Cube counter is made of natural wood in accordance with interior of the shopCUBE
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Refrigerated counters Caspiy Cube with high base are installed next to the wall
of trading hall for the sale of diaryCASPIY CUBE
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Corner modules Caspiy Cube in spherical design with glass shelves are installed
in the shop especially for the sale of cheese in self-service modeCASPIY CUBE CYLINDRICAL



32
Combined refrigerated cabinets constructively connect two exposition surfaces - for the sale
of products in self-service and serve-over modeCUBE COMBI



33
Exclusive project solution: round counter finished with natural wood, marble
and forged metal parts was designed and manufactured according
to the special order of delicatessen shops network

SANTIM
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Functional design and features of Ellipse сonstruction provide the most efficient exposition
of products as well as ergonomics and practical service of customers. Frontal glass curve
and position of the lighting canopy increase visibility of product layout

ELLIPSE
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Island of refrigerated counters Ellipse Self for the sale of cheese
in self-service mode is equipped with  lighting canopyELLIPSE SELF
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Island of refrigerated counters Ellipse Self for the sale of cheese
in self-service mode is equipped with  lighting canopyELLIPSE



37
Island of refrigerated counters Ellipse Self with corner spherical modules
for the sale of cheese in self-service modeELLIPSE SFERA



38
Effective project solution: island of refrigerated counters Ellipse with cooled corner spherical modulesELLIPSE SFERA



39
Two compact islands of refrigerated counters Ellipse with spherical corner elements
and wide exposition surface are installed in a corner shopELLIPSE SFERA



40
Line of refrigerated counters Ellipse Self in design «on foot» is installed in the trading hall of hypermarketELLIPSE SELF



41
Refrigerated counter Caspiy is built into the line of gastronomic counters Ellipse
and is used for the sale of products in self-service mode. This allows to avoid queues
in gastronomic department during rush hours

CASPIY ELLIPSE
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Multi-deck version of semi-vertical refrigerated cabinet Butterfly with upper lighting canopyBUTTERFLY
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Refrigerated cabinets Butterfly in island combination are installed in trading hall
of hypermarket for the sale of packed dairy products and cheeseBUTTERFLY
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BUTTERFLY CUBE Refrigerated cabinet Butterfly Cube with curved glass doors and LED lighting



45

BUTTERFLY CUBE Refrigerated cabinet Butterfly Cube with glass doors and LED lighting



46
Compact island of narrow refrigerated cabinets Butterfly Cube Slim with mirror side panels
is an ideal solution for installing in the center of the trading hall in small-format storeBUTTERFLY CUBE SLIM



47
Refrigerated cabinet Butterfly Cube in multi-deck design is used
for the sale of packed cheese in self-service modeBUTTERFLY CUBE



48
Refrigerated cabinets Butterfly Cube in island combination are installed in trading hall
of supermarket for the sale of packed dairy products and cheeseBUTTERFLY CUBE
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Geometry of lines, high quality of finishing materials, high base and elegant lighting canopy
of refrigerated cabinet Duet make it an ideal solution for deli markets.  Absence of usual «roof»
and transparent side panels allow to have a great view of products on all shelves

DUET
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Refrigerated cabinet Medusa Gourmet is developed for stores with high level of service. 
Low pallets of showcase are located at a height of 525mm that meets the requirements
for sales of expensive delicacies and creates convenience of product choice for customers

MEDUSA GOURMET



51
Refrigerated cabinet Medusa Cube Combi is located on the back line of the store
and constructively combines open cooled shelves for the demonstration of products
and broad closed storage with sliding doors for the product stock

MEDUSA CUBE COMBI
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Line of energy-saving cabinets Medusa with double air curtain and evaporation temperature -2°СMEDUSA



53
Energy-saving refrigerated cabinets Medusa in island combination with panoramic side panels
and headcases. Finishing of bumpers is done in the same colours as the interior designMEDUSA
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Refrigerated cabinets Medusa with thin energy-saving swing doors with glass and efficient LED lightingMEDUSA
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Refrigerated cabinets Medusa with sliding glass doors
and advertizing light-boxesMEDUSA
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Line of energy-saving refrigerated cabinets Medusa Cube with double air curtain.
Interior finishing of cabinet is done dark gray colour according to the request of the customer.
LED lighting is applied

MEDUSA CUBE
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Medusa Cube refrigerated multi-decks line with energy-saving doorsMEDUSA CUBE



58
Medusa Cube refrigerated multi-decks lines with energy-saving doorsMEDUSA CUBE



59
Narrow refrigerated cabinets Medusa Cube Slim with special corner connection
without loss of trading space is an effective solution
for small-format and delicatessen stores

MEDUSA CUBE SLIM
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Line of energy-saving refrigerated cabinets Medusa Cube with double air curtainMEDUSA CUBE



61
Refrigerated cabinets Medusa with thin energy-saving swing doors with glass
and efficient LED lightingMEDUSA CUBE



62
Multi-deck refrigerated cabinets Medusa Cube Comfort with inclined back wall
and line of narrow low-temperature cabinets Nautilus Slim are installed in the 
shop with small trade space for the maximum comfort of buyers

MEDUSA CUBE COMFORT & NAUTILUS SLIM



63
Multi-deck refrigerated cabinets Medusa Cube Comfort with inclined back wall
for the maximum comfort of buyersMEDUSA CUBE COMFORT



64
Refrigerated counters Promo with autonomic cooling system can be installed anywhere
in the trading hall to create zones of promotional salePROMO



65
Refrigerated counter Promo with autonomous cooling systemPROMO



66
Combination of positive-temperature cabinet Medusa Cube
and low-temperature cabinet Display for frozen products in one lineDISPLAY & MEDUSA CUBE



67
Combined low-temperature cabinets Nautilus Combi with two autonomous cooled volumes 
and energy-saving refrigerated cabinets Medusa Cube with double air curtainNAUTILUS COMBI & MEDUSA CUBE



68
Combined low-temperature cabinets Nautilus Combi with two autonomous cooled
volumes provide efficient storage of frozen food, temperature stability,
improved performance in energy saving and convenient use

NAUTILUS COMBI
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Combined low-temperature cabinets Nautilus Combi with two autonomous cooled volumes
and finishing of wood polymer coating, which matches the interior design of trading hallNAUTILUS COMBI
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Frozen food department equipped with cabinets in Nautilus design - a horizontal bonnet
and combined vertical freezer with two autonomous volumesNAUTILUS & NAUTILUS COMBI



71
Area of frozen foods sales in the supermarket is equipped with low-temperature cabinets Nautilus
and combined cabinets Nautilus Combi with two cooled volumesNAUTILUS & NAUTILUS COMBI
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Nautilus low-temperature refrigerated cabinets with energy-saving sliding coversNAUTILUS



73
Nautilus low-temperature refrigerated cabinets with sliding covers
and energy-saving Medusa Cube multi-deck with glass doorsNAUTILUS & MEDUSA CUBE



74
Low-temperature cabinets Nautilus in trading hall of hypermarketNAUTILUS



75
Low-temperature cabinets Nautilus with energy-saving covers
and inner LED lighting of volumeNAUTILUS
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Effective LED lighting of volume in low-temperature cabinet NautilusNAUTILUS



77
Multi-deck version of low-temperature cabinet Nautilus
with not cooled superstructure for related productsNAUTILUS
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